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Introduction. It is well known (see, for instance, [6, §9.2]) that for a Kählerian

structure the real Laplace-Beltrami operator A commutes with real operators L

and A defined in §3, and the complex Laplace-Beltrami operator □ is real and

equal to £ A. The purpose of this paper is to study the converse of these three

properties of Kählerian structures.

§§1 and 2 contain fundamental notations and definitions of various almost-

Hermitian structures, as well as real and complex operators, on an almost-Her-

mitian manifold. In §3 we shall prove

Theorem 3.1. For an almost-Hermitian structure of dimension n (^2),

if A commutes with the operator Lor A with respect to all forms of any degree

p (0 :£ p S n — 2), then the structure is Kählerian.

It is known that the commutativity of A with L or A plays a crucial role in the

proof of the Hodge's well-known theorem concerning the relationship between

the effective harmonic forms and Betti numbers of compact Kählerian manifolds.

Thus Theorem 3.1 kills a possibility of extending the Hodge's theorem to more

general manifolds. It should also be noted that recently Weil [7] used the com-

mutativity of some operators to characterize Chern's generalization of Kählerian

structures. From Weil's result and our Theorem 3.1 here it seems natural to

characterize a structure by using the commutativity of some operators.

In §4 we study the realization of the complex operator □ by establishing the

following theorems.

Theorem 4.1. The complex operator □ for an almost-Hermitian structure

is real with respect to every form of decree 0 if and only if the structure is almost-

semi-Kählerian. Moreover, with respect to every form of degree 0, if □ for an

almost-Hermitian structure is real, then □ = JA.
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Theorem 4.2. // for an almost-Hermitian structure the relation □ = £A

holds for all forms of degrees 0 and 1, then the structure is Kählerian.

Kodaira and Spencer [4] have shown that if the relation D = |A holds for an

almost-Hermitian structure, then the structure is integrable. Theorem 4.2 was a

conjecture for some time, and was proved very recently by A. W. Adler [1] by a

different method under a stronger assumption that the relation □ = ¿A holds

for a Hermitian structure and all forms of degrees 0, 1 and 2.

For more general case we shall have

Theorem 4.3. For an almost-Hermitian structure, if the complex operator □

is real with respect to all forms of degrees 0 and I, then it is also with respect

to all forms of degree 2.

It seems that the conclusion of Theorem 4.3 could be extended to all forms of

degree p ( > 2). However, due to the complication of the calculation the author

is unable to show it.

Throughout this paper, the dimension of a manifold M" is understood to be

n i = 2), and all forms and structures are of class at least C2.

The author is indebted to the referee for his suggestion in regard to the proof of

Theorem 3.1 in the present form.

1. Notations and real operators. Let M" be a Riemannian manifold of

dimension n ( = 2), || g,j || with gy = gJt the matrix of the positive definite metric

of the manifold M", and \\glJ\\ the inverse matrix of ||gy|. Throughout this

paper all Latin indices take the values l,—,n unless stated otherwise. We shall

follow the usual tensor convention that indices can be raised and lowered by using

g'J and gij respectively; and that when a Latin letter appears in any term as a

subscript and superscript, it is understood that this letter is summed for all the

values 1, ■■-,n. Moreover, if we multiply, for example, the components atJ of

a tensor of type (0,2) by the components bJk of a tensor of type (2,0), it will

always be understood that j is to be summed.

Let 9Í be the set {1, •••, n} of positive integers less than or equal to n, and /(p)

denote an ordered subset {iy, ■■-,ip} of the set iH for p z% n. If the elements iy,---,ip

are in the natural order, that is, if iy < ■■■ < ip, then the ordered set /(p) is denoted

by /0(p). Furthermore, denote the nondecreasingly ordered p-tuple having the

same elements as I(p) by </(p)>, and let I(p; s\j) be the ordered set I(p) with the

s-th element is replaced by another element j of 9L which may or may not belong

to I(p). We shall use these notations for indices throughout this paper. When

more than one set of indices is needed at one time, we may use other capital

letters such as J, K, L, •■• in addition to /.

At first we define
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(1.1)  eZ\HP) _

0, if<J(p)>#<K(p)>,

0, if J(p) or K(p) contains repeated integers,i u, 11

l + 1 or - 1,  ifif the permutation taking J(p) into K(p) is even or odd.

By counting the number of terms it is easy to verify that

(y -V> pH.P)JCn-p)  1-n .        .   J(n-p)

(IIS Jtp)J(q)Mp>   _       , pUp)J(q)
K1-3) bK(p+q)BI(.p)    —    P-bK(.p+q)'

On the manifold M", let V denote the covariant derivation with respect to the

affine connection T, with components T'jk in local coordinates x ,—,X* of the

Riemannian metric g, and let cj> be a differential form of degree p given by

¿=Í<rW*x'<P)=¿W**'0(P)   .(1-4) <p = —  Vl,p)U*     -    =V/o(p)UA

where cbIlp) is a skew-symmetric tensor of type (0,p), and we have placed

(1.5) í//(p, = í/xilA-A^'p.

Then we have

(1.6) dcb = (dcb)Ioip+y)dxIoip+1),

where

(1-7) (#)/(p+i) = —¡ i%.P+i)VkcbjW.

Denote

(1-8) eIM = e^'idet (giJ))112.

Then by using orthonormal local coordinates x1,---,x',and thelrelation (1.2) we

can easily obtain

{*•*) eHp)K(n-p)e -pl^Kin-py

The dual operator * is defined by (for this see, for instance, [5])

(1.10) *4> = (*<b)Io,n-P)dxI',la-''\

where

(1-11) (*<t>)itn-p) = jj eJip)Hn-p)cb (p).

From equations (1.10), (1.11) it follows that for the scalar 1

(1.12) *1 - (det (gij))mdxl A - A dx",
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which is just the element of area of the manifold M". By using orthonormal local

coordinates x1,•■•,x° we can easily verify that

(1.13) **</> = (- l)p(-n-p)ep.

Denote the inverse operator of * by *_1. Then from equation (1.13) it is seen that

on forms of degree p

(1.14) *-l=(-iyc->»* .

The codifferential operator à is defined by

(1.15) Ô(p = (-l)p+n+1*~1d*(p.

Making use of equations (1.6), (1.7), (1.10), (1.11) we obtain immediately

(1.16) ôeP = (ÔeP)Ioip_y)dxI^'1),

where

(1.17) WWdT-FA-iv

By means of equations (1.13), (1.14) it is easy to verify that

(1.18) A* =* A,

where A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator defined by

(1.19) A = ôd + dô.

For a form ep of degree p defined by equation (1.4) we can have

P!(A4>)/(P)=-    VJVjePnp)+ I   ePIMa)Rais
s = l

(1.20)1

1'Y|,P ab
+       2w   <t>I(P;S\a,i\b)R    i,i,.

s<t

where

(1.21) VJ = gjkVk,

(1.22) R'Jkl = 8F% ¡ox1- ar;, ¡dxk+ F%Th\ - r* r¿,

(1.23) RJk  = R°jks.

2. Complex structures and operators.   On a Riemannian manifold M" with

metric tensor gtJ, if there exists a tensor F¡J of type (1,1) satisfying

(z.l) r i r j  —      £¡,

then f/is said to define an almost-complex structure on the manifold M", and

the manifold M" is called an almost-complex manifold. From equation (2.1) it
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follows that the almost-complex structure Ff* induces an ¡automorphism J of

the tangent space of the manifold M " at each point with J2 = — I, I being the

identity operator, such that, for any tangent vector vk,

(2.2) /:»*-*£,*»'.

If an almost-complex structure Ff further satisfies

(2.3) gijFhlFkJ=ghk,

then F/ is said to define an almost-Hermitian structure on the manifold M"

and the manifold M" is called an almost-Hermitian manifold. From equations (2.1),

(2.3) it follows that the tensor £i; of type (0,2) defined by

(2.4) F,j = gjkFk

is skew-symmetric. Thus on an almost-Hermitian manifold we have the associated

differential form

(2.5) (a = Fijdx' A dxj.

By using the multiplication of matrices, from equation (2.1) we readily see that a

necessary condition for the existence of an almost-complex structure on a Rieman-

nian manifold M" is that the dimension n of the manifold M" be even. It should

also be remarked that an almost-complex manifold is always orientable, and the

orientation depends only on the tensor F¡J.

An almost-Hermitian structure £/defined on a manifold M" is called an almost-

Kählerian structure and the manifold M" an almost-Kählerian manifold, if the

associated form m is closed, that is,

(2.6) dm = 0.

From equations (2.5), (2.6) it follows that an almost-Kählerian structure £/

satisfies

(2.7) FUJ = V„£0. + Vf* + VjFhi = 0.

The tensor FhiJ is obviously skew-symmetric in all indices.

An almost-Hermitian structure £;J (respectively manifold) satisfying

(2.8) £¡= - VjF¡J=0

is called an almost-semi-Kählerian structure (respectively manifold). In particular,

the structure F/ is Kählerian if V¡£/ = 0. In this case, by means of equation

(2.1) it is easily seen that the torsion tensor

*./ = FjXdFfldx" - ôFflôx') - F¡h(dFjk¡dxh - dFhk¡dxJ)

vanishes, so that the integrability condition of the almost-complex structure F{J
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is satisfied. But in general when í¡yfc=0, the almost-Hermitian structure F¡J is

defined to be Hermitian.

Multiplying equation (2.4) by FM we obtain

(2.9) FijFhi = - Bj.

By taking covariant differentiation of both sides of equation (2.9), noticing that

(2.10) F" V»Fy = 0,

and making use of equations (2.7), (2.8) it is easily seen that

(2.11) FhijFiJ = 2FhiFi.

Thus an almost-semi-Kählerian structure F¿ satisfies

(2.12) FhijFli = 0.

Multiplication of equation (2.11) by Fk and a use of equation (2.9) give

J_
2

(2.13) Fk=   -±-Fhi]Fi¡Fkh.

From equations (2.7), (2.8), (2.13) we hence reach that an almost-Kählerian

structure or manifold is also almost-semi-Kählerian.

We now consider an almost-Hermitian manifold M" with an almost-Hermitian

structure F{ so that equation (2.3) holds, and shall introduce complex operators

(compare [6, Chapter IX]) on the manifold M ". At first we define

(2.14) n ,> = l(g/-V(-i)fy)
1,0 z

and its conjugate^) tensor

(2.15) n / = n ,' = 1 ig/ + V( - i)Fi').
0,1 1,0 z

Let p + a = p, p — 0, a = 0, and set

TT      j(p) — »KWW TT    ri ...   rr    'p
11 I(p) — e/(p) 1X m, ll m„

P," 1,0 1,0

(2.16)

11 m 1A n,   *>R0(p)So(it)-
0,1 0,1

Then for a form cb given by equation (1.4) we have

(2.17) n^fn^y^»,
p ,a \ p ,a      1

(2) Throughout this paper a bar over a letter or symbol denotes the conjugate of the com-

plex number or operator defined by the letter or symbol.
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where

(2.18)j (n*)    -  n/(p/°<*tyJo(p).

We next define a complex covariant differentiator

(2.19) 2,= IT/Vj,
i.o

and the corresponding contravariant differentiator

(2.20)1 ®i = gik&t= n/'v7'= n/V,
0,1 1,0

where

(2.21) V'-J^V,.

The conjugate operators of S¿y and 9>' are

(2.22)] Wy -   n,-%
o,i

(2.23) ^' =   n/vj'.
1,0

Furthermore, for a form ep given by equation (1.4) we define the complex[analogues

of the real operators à and «5 :

(#)/(P+d = ( £     ndn^)
\p+<r = p  p+l,<r      p ,a      //(p+1)

(2-24)
=    z     n i(p+1?Vo(^Ao(P),

p+ET =p   p + 1 ,ff

W)j<p-i> = f   S       TI  ö Uep)
\P+IT = p    P.ff-1 P,CT /  I(P— 1)

(2.25)
= -   2    n^V^W

p+a—p    p,a

The conjugate operators of 5 and Î) have the forms

(#)j(,+D= ( 2     np^l
\p+<T=p    p,ff+l p,ff /I(p+l)

(2.26)

■     £ n   I(p+i)J oPSfjepjo(rl),
p+a — p   p <r+ 1
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(90/0,-1)= ( S     n s neb)
\p+cr~p p—l,a      p ,a      /lip— 1)

(2.27)

p+o=p    p,a

Now we introduce a complex Laplace-Beltrami operator

(2.28) □ = W + 3£

and its conjugate operator

(2.29) D = £¿"+5£>.

3. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let M" be an almost-Hermitian manifold with an

almost-Hermitian structure F/ so that equation (2.3) holds. Then on the manifold

M" we can define the real operators L and A as follows :

(3.1) Lcb = cb A co

for any form <b, and

(3.2) A = *_1L*.

From the known fact that A commutes with * and * _ 1, it follows from equation

(3.2) immediately that if A commutes with L, it also commutes with A. Therefore

it is sufficient to prove the theorem under the commutativity of A with A, that is,

under the condition that for all forms cb of any degree p (0 = p :g n — 2)

(3.3) A(cb Aco) = (Acb) A co.

By means of equation (1.20), (2.5) for any form cb of degree p (0 ^ p = n — 2)

given by

(3.4) cb = <PwdxHp\

we can easily obtain

[(A<b)  Aco-]Hp)Jih= - (WjcbHp))FJlj2+   Í   cbI(p:SMR\FJlJ2
s = l

(3.5)
i.p

+        2       <¡>I(p;Ha,í\b)R" ¡si,FjU2'
s<t

cb\Aco=  UHp)FJtj2 -  Z   cbHp.sU¡)Fiíh
\ s = l

p 1.p \

(3-6) -     2   <bI(p.W2)FJiis +   S   <PHp,s\j,.iij1)Ft.it)
s=l s<t I

dxIip) A dxu A dxh,
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[A(«p A oo)-]llp)jlj2 = - VJVj(ePIlpyFjiJl)

(3.7)

p
2

s = l
+    2    <l>«,;il.fjiJ1RaA + <l>I(p)F.JiRajl

1.—.

+   <t>I(p)FjiaR"ji  +      2     (¡>I(p-È\al\b)Fj1jyR" í.¡

P P

+     £     <l>I(p-.S\a)Ft>J2Rabi,ji +   £ <l)Hp-S:\a)FjibR'"'i,j,
s=l s=l

P

+   4>I<p^abR'' Ju2~   ^     <bHp;S\a)FihRttj¡
s=l

1.P

— Z     'PUf-M« S\b)Ftj2R"i ji
q<s

1.P

- £     ÖHp-AamFu^" j,
s<t

p

- S   <¡>I<P.Ma)iFbj2R°bj¡f. + F¡bR°°jiJ2)
s = l

- 2    <t>I(p;S\a)FjiiRajy
s = l

1.P

- 2     (bHp;4\a.'s\b)FjiiRaiah
q<s

1.P

_      2    0j(p;s|a,¡|¡,)£;1¡.-RD.;2i.

p
- 2     <bHp;S\a)iFJ<bRabJ2i   + Fbi Rabj2jl)

s = l

1 ...,P

+       2     <t>IiP;S\a-i\b)Fi.itRajüi^ T>
r<t

where T denotes the remaining terms.

In particular, for a form ep, all of whose components are zero except <p/(p) = 1

for an arbitrary fixed set I(p), we have T= 0. From equations (3.5), (3.7) it thus

follows that equation (3.3) implies

(3-8) ^-6*

where we have placed
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l.p

GJU2 = FajxRji+   FjiaR"j2+      S     FJU2R''"i,i,

P

2
s=l

+ 2   2   FVlÄwWl + 2   2   F,l6R''fcU2

p

+   -f«/.^ ;u-2 -   2     Fij2Rt'jl
s = l

P.  .(3-9) -     2   FisJ2Rl-\h-    2   F.^R'-^v,

P P

- 2   2   FisbR'-Jlj2- 2   FjilR,'J2
s=l s=l

1.p 1.p

—   y  F . r''«'-.   —  y F . r1'*'' .*"     rJ*t.*       ^,J2 ^     rJlKK      72't
IJ<S 5<í

1.P

+     2   Fis¡R's"jÍJ2.

Similarly, for a form $, all of whose components are zero except cbI(p) = xk for

an arbitrary fixed k(l ^k^n) and set 7(p), we also have T= 0. Now. at a general

point P of the manifold M" let us choose orthogonal geodesic local coordinates

x1,•••,x" so that

(3.10) gij(P) = ôu<    r*/p) = o,

where 6tJ ate Kronecker deltas. Then for this form cb, at the point P equations

(3.5), (3.7) are reduced to

3 p

(3.11)1 [(A¿)Au>]J(pWiyi = x»   2   FJd2R\,
s = l

[A(cb A coy]Hp)hJ2 = - 2VkFJlj2 - xkV^V,F,,,2

(3.12)
+ x*   2   F,Wv\ + x*G,uV

s=l

From equations (3.11), (3.12), (3.9), (3.3), it follows immediately that VtFyiJ-2 = 0

for all k, jy, j2 at the point P, and hence the theorem is proved.

4. Realization of the complex; operator □• Throughout this section ithe

complex operator □ is defined with respect to an almost-Hermitian structure

F/ on an almost-Hermitian manifold M "unless stated otherwise. As was mentioned

in the introduction, if the structure F/is Kählerian, then the complex operator □

is real and equal to ^A. In this section we shall study the converse of this relationship

between the operators □» A and the structure F¡J.
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At first, we apply the operator □ to any form £ of degree zero. From equations

(2.28), (2.24), (2.27), (2.16), (2.19), (2.22), (2.14), (2.15), (1.20) it follows that

2 d {= - 2   2    n/f'n/^
(A  \\ p+a = l    p,a 1,0

= A« + -i VFh'i - F/V4£ + V( -1) v,a

since VÄV;^ = V,- V„£, which implies that F/ V" V,.£ = 0. Thus, with respect to

every £, D is real (and therefore □ = ^A), if and only if ^7hFhsVj^ = 0 for every {,

or equivalently if and only if VhFhk=0 by choosing <!; to be x*for an arbitrary k.

Hence we obtain Theorem 4.1 in consequence of equation (2.8).

We next apply the operator □ to any form n of degree one. From equations

(2.24),-, (2.28), (2.16) it follows that

(4.2) (Of),, = - (Ii +12 +- I2)^'(Hi +112)2kHki - III,

where we have placed

T        -   p"1'"1     TT      r'     TT     siBUiJ2)
il    —   ei¡i        ll m¡       ll ni   ensi   >

1,0 0,1

T .   pm¡m2    TT      ri     TT      rzcUiJz) ■
l2    —   biil li m, lL m2   e(r,r2)'

1,0 1,0

(4-3) Hi — s(j,2j2) " «i ' n„2 2e(„i'„2),
1,0 1,0

n.   „oil"»     TT    "i   TT    "'c**1 •

1,0 0,1

iii = nh% (n/>+ n/•)#**.
1,0 \1,0 0,1      /

Oi ---jp) indicating that the indices Ji, —J, ate in the natural order. By means of

equations (2.14), (2.15), (4.3) an elementary calculation yields

I,   = n ,* n ,/• - n ,,* n f*
1,0 0,1 1,0 0,1

- fir n,/1 + n,./2 n,'« (Jt<h)
1,0 0,1 0,1 0,1

(4.4a)        = y (f,V* - ff/*f/» + F/V,* - F,/*/«)   (/, < j2),

i2   = n/' n,/1- nV« n/» c/i<j2)
1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0

+ V( - iXfi.*^ + *WJ - A* - fiW')] (A <M
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n. = it/ n,2"'- Ujk n/< iji<J2)
1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0

= — !>. V*1   - g.kg.k> +£*£*' -FkFki
A      LSji   &J2 ÔJ2  ÖJ1 >    *  Jî ■* Ji *  Jl  * J2

+ V( - DCfjW + g¿'F¿ - fjW -*A*)] Hi <h\(4.4b)

1
H,       ~ ighkg¿ - g¿g¿> + FjFf - FjkFjk')   ijy <j2),

4III =  V,, V% - FhhFtJ V„ V Sft - £,,'• V;£/ V*^

- V( - IX^V.V-Ví + V,,£^ V^. + £./ Vlx V1*,,).

From equations (4.4a,b), (2.19), (2.22) we thus obtain

(I, 4-12 +l2Willy + ll2)^knkl = j igfrtf- ft, V)

■ ®[jM' - gj'gj!" +V( - iW* - tjpFjïïl ■ V-A.íji <h)

= \ [\g/'gir-g¡rg/1)®iigj?gj2k,+ V(- Vg¿lF¿) V^J

4- F^Ft^^j  + Ji-l)iFhkViVtfj-2FjkVJV¿,lS¡

+  V^,,*V^  -  V%JVflt,  + FkJVkVitnf)l

which with equations (4.2), (4.4) give immediately

4(Dif),. = - 2ViVi/7,, + [V,,V,,y-£/Vi£/V^I,

+ Flt*^[Vfc V,.]!,,. - F/VF^V^

(4.5) + Ffc'VA^j + V (- 1){V'f/Vji,,,

- (V^»,*»* Vil£/)V^" + 2£/V-'-Vtr/l,

- ^^[V^V.y-f^V^V,,]^.},

where

(4.6) [V„,Vi]= V.V,- VfVB.

For the proofs of Theorem 4.2 and 4.3, we need the following

Lemma 4.1. If the complex operator □ for an almost-Hermitian structure

on an almost-Hermitian manifold M" is real with respect to all forms of degrees 0

and 1, then the structure tensor F¡J satisfies
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(4.7) V¡F/ + VjFtk = 0,

(4.8) F,'ä'j«   = F/Rhikl.

Proof. We first choose orthogonal geodesic local coordinates x1, •••,*" at a

general point P of the manifold M", so that equations (3.10) hold. Then at the

point P for the form

(4.9) n = xhdxl   for any fixed distinct n and i",

all the second covariant derivatives of any of its components being vanishing,

Theorem 4.1 and the assumption that Im (□") = 0, Im denoting the imaginary

part, imply immediately equation (4.7). Thus for general local coordinates

x1, •■•,x" and a general form r\ of degree 1, from equation (4.5) we can reduce the

condition Im (Qn),-, = 0 to

(4.10) 2F/^Vknh - Fhk[Vj, VJi/' - Fk^[Vk, V.-J», = 0.

By using the Ricci identity for any tensor <bjiq*w of type (p,q)

(4.11) [Vl,VJ^{,/('>= 2   cb^o^R'^ -2   ^(?;W/(P)-R%,
s=l (=1

and the Bianchi identity

(4.12) R\]k + Rhjki + Rhkij = 0,

and noticing that

2FkVWknh = FJk[Vj,Vk]nil,

an elementary calculation from equation (4.10) gives readily equation (4.8).

Hence the lemma is proved.

It should be noted that due to equation (4.7) F¡j is a Killing tensor (for this see,

for instance, [8]), and it is well known that on the 6-sphere S6 there exists an

almost-Hermitian structure [2], whose tensor is a Killing tensor [3]. It is also well

known that the relation (4.8) holds automatically for a Kählerian structure F¡ {

In fact, by means of the identity (4.11) we have

(4.13) 0 = [ V* V4]F/ = F?R'M - FbjRbm.

Multiplication of equation (4.13) by g'hgJm leads immediately to equation (4.8).

For the proof of Theorem 4.2, we first use the identity (4.11) and equations

(4.8), (2.1), (4.7) to obtain

[ V,, V.-.V = naR\ = Fll»F,^[Vto V,]«,,

(4.14) - F i V'F,,» V„n,- + F,-,' V(F,/ V%

- F/Vrf/V'F,/- ViFilh) = 2F/VhFiiiVhnJ.
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Then from equations (4.5), (1.20), (4.13) and Theorem 4.1 it follows that

(4.15) 2(00,, = (Au),, + F/V*F¿ V„^.

As before, by choosing orthogonal geodesic local coordinates xl, • • -,x" at a general

point P of the manifold M" and considering the form n given by equation (4.9),

from equation (4.15) we readily see that the condition D = iA implies that

(4.16) £/V*£¡/'=0   for each iy,i,h.

Multiplication of equation (4.16) by £,* and use of equation (2.1) thus give

r7hFik = 0 for each iy,h,k, which completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.

Finally we apply the operator □ to any form Ç of degree two. From equations

(2.24),-,(2.28), (2.16) it follows that

(DO*,!, - - (IV, + IV2 + ÏV, + fV2) l'(V1 + V2 + Va) ««,

(4.17) _
- (VI, + Vla^/Vn, 4- Vila + VII.)^)^),

where we have placed

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21)

TV        —   cmimim3     TT      r<     TT      r2     TT      riJ.JiJ2ji)
1V1        -   "Uih li im        H m2        1X ni3   fc(rir2'3)>

1,0 1,0 1,0

TV -   cmimi"1      TT      ri    TT      r2    TT     'uUlJxls).
ly 2 biiii2 umi        li m2        xl ni   b<"-ir2)si >

1,0 1,0 0,1

V —     pal"2'i3 TT       "1        FT "2    FT       "3pfc(*l<¡2)
T 1 HjlJ2Ji)      xi ai 1A 02 li a3    fc(uiH2«3)'

1,0 1,0 1,0

v       — B«i»ii>i     n   "'   n   "!   n   »iB*(*,*2) .
V2 ~     E(jij2jl)      1X  01 X1 «2 X1 »1     £(UlU2)»l'

1,0 1,0 0,1

vi     — pmi'n2 rr   r>   n   njit

1,0 1,0

VT -   p"""«     TT      ri     TT     s»p^'i •
Y12      —   fc¡i¡2       "mi íx m    ^ui»

1,0 0,1

VTT     —  p"1"2     TT    "'     TT    "2e(*i*î>

1,0 1,0

VTT       -  p"lb>     TT    Ul    TT    »ip(*i*2)
vil2   —  eiji      ll ai       ll bi   EUlVl .

1,0 0,1

By means of equations (2.14), (2.15), (4.18) an elementary but rather lengthy

calculation gives

(4.22) IV14-IV2 + TV1+ÏV2=A(i{1'/2y'3)   ,

where Xjî^3 is skew-symmetric in ju j2, j3 and given by

iJUih = a. i*a. J»ff,J» — a.J'a. ha, J' — <?, J¡oj2o. i*
(d 93Y »»1*2 oil     612     Ol 61     5l2    oil "*1     ôl     » '2

"I"    áT¡2     ÍT¡     £¡1       "■    £¡1     ¿fi2     £¡ g>2     gil     g'     -
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From equations (4.19), (4.22) it follows that

(4.24) (iVi + iv2 + rvt + N2)§iiy1 + v2 + v2) = MliiT&iAi +a2+ a2),

where

Ay    =      ïljk     Tlj^       Tl¿' (ky<k2),
1,0 1,0 1,0

(4.25) A2=  Ujk   II¿>   n/s- Tihk n,.2*>   n¿>
1,0 1,0 0,1 1,0 1,0 0,1

+ n,* nA* unk    (ky<k2).
1,0 1,0 0,1

Substituting equations (2.14), (2.15) in equations (4.25) we can easily obtain

M\\lH3(Ay + A2 + Ä2) = MlitiVgj^'Sn2

+ gjX-2kíF¿2 + 8ñkiFjkF^ + gjï'FjÎFj?

(4-26)1 + V( - WAV - «r.V>V
- gjîgffj!1 -gjïgfFjï)-]       (ky<k2),

and therefore

Ü\Í1Í\Ay + A2 + A2)   Ukh
i.o

(4.27)
- y JfiSftfc,W2 - V( - D**W)     (fei < fe*)-

Making use of equations (2.19), (2.22), (4.23), (4.24), (4.27) we thus have

4 ImrriV! + IV2 + TV y + TV2W(Vy + V2 + V2)0fc C(Wl)]

(4.28) =  - 2F/VJ'V^M2 + i'/VJ'VilitI,-F/V^Vi2Cfcl,

-  V^/V„C,,i2 + VT^V.C,,,- VF^V^,,

+ F^V'V^-F^W^.

Similarly, by means of equations (4.20), (4.21), (4.3), (4.4), (2.19), (2.22) we obtain

(VI, + Vl2)2>j = i \jg*g¿* -gkgiÍl

(4.29)

+ Ví-iW'íh'-fA1)]^

^[(viii + vn2 + vn^'^.w] = Vuligr'gj?2 - gj^gh&C^kJ
(4.30)

= -j [Vt V*CWl - V( - IXF.'V^Cy, + VtFÄ; Vt.7l)],
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from which it follows that

4 ImriVI, + Vl2)2>j(Vlly + VII2 + vTiyWc(klk2)]

(4.31) = - £/ V», VJCkh - VhFhl V%i2 + Fjk V¡2 V'C«,

+   V¡2£n¡ Vifil + £¡2" V„ nu, - Fhk V, V"Cni2.

Substitution of equations (4.28), (4.31) in equation (4.17) thus yields

4 Im(DO.li2= V>F/V4Cw2-(V{lF.*+ V^V^.,

(4 32) + ( V,^* + V^F»*) yhCh + 2F/V^V.f,ll3

+   «"**,*[ V* V,] CWj + ^/[Vy.Vjf«,.

On the other hand, by using equation (4.8) and the identities (4.11), (4.12) we

can obtain

2£/V-V,¿.1<3 = F'tVj, V,]C¡l/2

= 2£i/JR,tAi2 + 2£,./£/Ciin,

^[V,„V,]Cti2 =   - Ftl%hi:kh-F^UR,,2j,1,

r422) F ÇuRJhh = FjlC,kRkjiíÍ2 - - FJXklRljh¡2 = 0,

FJklVj, VJC«, =  - £¡/R/í.'.'. + irJ^'i2,-¡..

£*'£«,*[ V*. VJC«, =  - Fh%hi:Ml-Fk%%R\Hl,

¡FJFh"lVj, VJC«, =   - FifRj%ih + FhiÇilRhiln2-

Theorem 4.1 and equations (4.7), (4.33) thus reduce the right side of equation

(4.32) to zero, and hence Theorem 4.3 is proved.
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